A Guide to APA Reference Lists

In general

- Arrange entries in alphabetical order by the last name of the author.
- A hanging indent is used.
- Double space after each entry.
- A DOI is assigned to a published article when it becomes available online, and should be used when available.
- Databases are not cited – you will be citing the original article and either its doi or the journal/magazine homepage.
- General format:
  Author last name. Author first name initial. (year). Title of article/book. *Title of journal/periodical*, Volume#(issue#), pages-pages. doi: XXXXXXXXXXXXXX.
  OR

The citations below assume that the article was retrieved online.

*Journal Article with DOI*


*Journal Article without DOI*


*Online Reference Work (Access Science/Encyclopedia Britannica)*


*Science Magazine Article (Discover, Science, etc.)*